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I. Country Context 
 
The Republic of Congo (RoC) has experienced remarkable growth and progress towards 
economic reform over the past decade. With considerable resources, (oil, forests, arable land, 
minerals), a small yet highly urbanized population (70% of 3.8 million) and access to a deep-sea 
port at Pointe-Noire, this Central African nation has the opportunity to leverage its strategic 
advantages to build a robust economy and attain a higher standard of living for its people.  RoC 
has made significant progress towards economic stabilization and “first generation” structural 
reforms since the end of civil strife in 2000. Over the past decade, GDP growth has stabilized, 
GNI per capita has increased significantly, and inflation has remained broadly under control. 
Thanks to a near-doubling of GDP at constant prices from 2002 (US$735 million) to 2008 
(US$1,425 million), RoC has surpassed the threshold for lower middle income countries. Such 
potential notwithstanding, the burden of history has left its mark on RoC: extensive state 
intervention in the economy during the 1970s and 1980s severely hampered economic growth, 
while recurrent conflicts in the 1990s ravaged the country’s infrastructure and public institutions. 
Still today, the country struggles with economic diversification, as RoC’s economy remains 
relatively dependant on oil. A decrease in oil production caused by an oil platform accident in 
2007 caused GDP to contract by 1.6% in real terms, illustrating the vulnerability of the economy 
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to changes in oil production and prices. Although oil production recovered strongly in 2008, this 
was partially offset by the global financial crisis in the second part of the year.  RoC has 
recorded strong growth in 2009 and is expected to have realized even stronger growth in 2010. 
Real GDP is projected to have expanded by 9.1 percent in 2010 compared to 5.6 percent and 7.5 
percent in 2008 and 2009, respectively, due to continued high growth in the oil-sector (14.7 
percent in 2010 versus 16.2 percent in 2009) as well as an acceleration of the growth rate of the 
non-oil sector (6.5 percent in 2010 versus 3.9 percent in 2009). The recent growth is largely 
driven by a strong increase in oil output, thanks to new concessions coming on stream. Oil 
production is expected to have peaked in 2010, followed by a gradual decline in subsequent 
years as oil wells get depleted.  Although oil currently dominates Congo’s economy, there is 
considerable strategic interest in stimulating the development of other sectors as part of a long-
term economic diversification effort.  Stimulating key sectors such as information and 
communication technology (ICT), power, transport and water would make a significant 
contribution to growth, while improving the investment climate in the RoC. 
 

II. Sectoral and Institutional Context 
 
Fixed lines and Congo telecom. As of June 30, 2010, there were 9,827 main fixed lines users in 
RoC, with fixed teledensity at 0.25 percent (source: ARPCE).  The quality of the fixed line 
network has rapidly deteriorated, becoming a binding constraint to expanding and improving 
Internet services. Fixed line incumbent Congo Telecom, formerly known as Société des 
Télécommunications du Congo (SOTELCO), was formed as a state-run, limited liability 
company in March 2003 and given ownership of the fixed telephone network (PSTN) previously 
operated by the Office National des Postes et Telecommunications (ONPT). 
 
Mobile Telephony. Increased competition in the mobile market in recent years has led to 
relatively widespread mobile coverage in the country.  In the fourth quarter of 2010, the number 
of mobile subscriptions was 3,884 million, more than 85 percent of the population. 
 
At the end 2009, mobile telephone penetration in RoC is higher than the Africa region as a 
whole (69 percent as compared with 48 percent).  
 
While mobile phone users with multiple SIM cards somewhat inflate subscriptions rates, 
increasing competition in the mobile market has accelerated the industry’s extensive coverage 
and growth. Mobile operators have continued to take advantage of the poor availability and high 
cost of fixed line services to establish significant subscriber bases. Wireless penetration 
surpassed fixed line teledensity in 1999 and the operators have since developed comparatively 
extensive and reliable networks.  Services are widely available in the cities of Brazzaville, 
Pointe-Noire, Dolisie, Nkayi, Kinkala, Mouyondzi, Gamboma and Ouesso.  Coverage to areas 
outside of major population centers is improving, although it remains lower than in urban 
centers.  End 2010, the four key mobile operators are: Zain (Bharti Airtel – 1.598 million users), 
MTN (1.666million users), Warid Telecom (0.500 million users), and Azur (0.120 million users).  
 
Internet and data. Poor availability, high costs and slow speeds for installation of fixed line 
services have obstructed the market for internet access in RoC. At the end of 2009, there were 
only 15,000 internet subscribers in the country, the bulk of which connected via GPRS networks 



(source ARPCE). ADSL connections in May 2010 totaled just 121, of which only eleven had 
access to downlink speeds of 512kbps, the highest rate recorded at the time. The number of 
broadband subscribers was estimated to reach 130 in September 2010 (source Telegeography), 
and RoC’s eGovernment Readiness Index has fallen over time (from 0.2855 in 2005 to 0.2737 in 
2008).1 Operators themselves offer limited services: the incumbent operator appears to have re-
entered the internet sector recently, offering IPTV and VoIP services in addition to its ADSL-
based broadband connections (although speeds are limited to 256kbps for residential users). 
Other operators have alternative sources of internet access: Mobile operator Airtel Congo has 
WLL networks or dial-up via mobile handsets in Brazzaville and Point-Noire; MTN Congo uses 
GPRS-based mobile internet services; and fixed line operator Alink Telecom offers data, internet 
and VoIP services via its WLL and satellite network. The ICT Development Index (IDI) ranked 
the Republic of Congo 132th out of 159 in the world and 15th out of 37 in Africa. 
 
Bandwidth, Backbone and Infrastructure Project. Most of the telecommunications network, 
including the national microwave transmission backbone, was destroyed during the war. All but 
one telephone exchange at Pointe-Noire were damaged.  Since then, Congo Telecom has 
undertaken a limited infrastructure rehabilitation program. Most of the backbone is using 
wireless connections through 32 Mbps Microwave links. 
 
Competition, Policy, regulation and strategy overview. After the 1997 law abolishing ONPT 
monopoly, the GoC initiated an era of liberalization and succeeded in attracting private mobile 
telecommunications operators. The three main existing operators (Zain Bharti Airtel, MTN 
Congo and Warid) entered the market between 1997 and 2007. A fourth operator entered the 
market in 2010. The progression of the Herfindahl-Hirschman Index (HHI Index) 2 during the 
last decade reflects the market structure’s dynamism.  
 

The October 29, 2004 – 466 Decree restored monopoly powers on the international gateway and 
gave WLL market exclusivity to Congo Telecom, jeopardizing telecom sector performance. In 
2009, the triggers for the completion point under the HIPC Initiative included repealing the 
Decree and establishing an independent telecommunications regulatory authority. By August 28, 
2009, both Chambers of the Parliament had adopted the complete Postal and Telecom legal and 
regulatory framework, including, most recently: Decree No.2010-554 (May 2010), requiring 
mobile operators to register all subscribers as of January 2011 as part of global anti-terror and 
crime initiatives; Decision No.305 (September 2010), instating a nine digit numbering system; 
and in July 2010, mobile termination rates fell from F CFA 75 (US$0.15) to F CFA 50 among all 
operators. 

 
ICT Sector as a diversification opportunity. In 2008 – 2009, the GoC designed and adopted a 
new Policy and Strategic Vision for the ICT sector (Cyberstrategy), a road map ushering Congo 

1 RoC’s eGovernment Readiness Index was benchmarked to an average Central Africa eGovernment Readiness of 
0.2530 (average eGovernment Readiness for the World: 0.4514). 
2 The Herfindahl-Hirschman Index or HHI, is a measure of the size of firms in relation to the industry and an 
indicator of the amount of competition among them. It can range from 0 to 1.0, moving from a huge number of very 
small firms to a single monopolistic producer. Increase in the HHI generally indicates a decrease in competition and 
an increase of market power, whereas decrease indicates the opposite. 



to the next stage of ICT connectivity, with the goal of becoming a regional ICT hub. The 
Cyberstrategy also promotes the ICT sector as an opportunity for non-oil diversification and an 
engine of job creation. The GoC reviewed infrastructure projects, legal and regulatory 
frameworks, and e-government initiatives, identifying infrastructure gaps, investments needs and 
developmental objectives aligned with sector development. The Cyberstrategy contains four 
pillars: (1) Infrastructure and Universal Access, (2) Legal and Institutional Framework, (3) 
Human Resources, Promotion of ICT and Innovation, and (4) ICT Products and Services. The 
GoC has developed an action plan to implement this strategy, and of twenty seven (27) projects, 
seventeen (17) are within the ICT sector, ten (10) are related to Postal Services. To date, the 
action plan’s implementation has made little progress. Three noteworthy actions thus far include 
the creation of a Post and Electronic Communications Regulatory Agency (Agence de Régulation 
des Postes et des Communications Electronique - ARPCE in 2009), and the initiation of two 
major, DGGT-supervised infrastructure projects. 
 
Under the Cyberstrategy, the GoC has undertaken two national infrastructure projects (under the 
supervision of the DGGT) which may catalyze the country’s transition into a regional hub for 
ICT: the West Africa Cable System (WACS) and the National Coverage Project – NCP (Projet 
de Couverture Nationale - PCN). WACS is a submarine communications cable linking South 
Africa with the United Kingdom along the west coast of Africa. The cable landed in Pointe Noire 
and will connect RoC to the global submarine cable network. The design capacity of WACS is at 
least 3.84 Tbps. The GoC will be financing the NCP (transmission capacity network between the 
landing station in Pointe Noire, Brazzaville and Ouesso). As can be seen from the map below, 
the NCP and the WACS connectivity are key building blocks to help position Congo as a traffic 
hub in between Gabon, Cameroon, CAR and DRC. 

 
III. Project Development Objectives 

 
The development objective of the proposed project is consistent with the PDO for the CAB 
Program: to contribute to increase geographical reach and usage of regional broadband network 
services and reduce their prices, in the Republic of Congo. 
 

1. Project Beneficiaries 
 
Direct beneficiaries of the project include people who may be connected to the internet or more 
generally to communications networks. Indirect beneficiaries potentially include all of the 
country’s population, since increased communications capabilities at affordable rates for some of 
the population will eventually have externalities for all. 
 

2. PDO Level Results Indicators 
 

Achievement of the development objective will be assessed through 5 outcome indicators. 
 

IV. Project Description 
 



The main Project components will consist of: (i) Enabling environment at the regional a d 
national levels; (ii) Connectivity; )iii) promotion of ICT Sector; and (iv) Project 
Management.  

 

V. Financing 
 

Source: 
Borrower/Recipient: 15 million 
IBRD 
IDA: 15 million 

($m.) 

Others (specify)  
 Total: 30 
 

VI. Implementation 
 
A Steering Committee was created on March 3, 2011 (Decision N°0003/MPTNTC/CAB). This 
Steering Committee, chaired by the Minister of Posts and Telecommunications in Charge of ICT 
(MPTNTC), will be responsible for project implementation oversight.  For each activity 
concerned, the Steering Committee, through the Project Coordination Unit (PCU), will consult 
with and delegate to the relevant agencies and ministries. During Appraisal, the team and GoC 
confirmed the Steering Committee responsibilities on strategic directions and guidance during 
implementation. [w1]The Steering Committee will also have fiduciary and governance oversight 
functions. 
 
The PCU will be responsible for project coordination and implementation, including all fiduciary 
tasks such as Procurement, Financial Management, M&E, Communications and Environmental 
Support. Staff will be complemented and incentives will be put in place as needed to handle 
additional workload generated by CITCG. 
 

VII. Safeguard Policies (including public consultation) 
 

Safeguard Policies Triggered by the Project Yes No 

Environmental Assessment (OP/BP 4.01) X  
Natural Habitats (OP/BP 4.04) X  
Pest Management (OP 4.09) X
Physical Cultural Resources (OP/BP 4.11) X  
Involuntary Resettlement (OP/BP 4.12) X  
Indigenous Peoples (OP/BP 4.10) X  
Forests (OP/BP 4.36)  X 
Safety of Dams (OP/BP 4.37)  X 
Projects in Disputed Areas (OP/BP 7.60)* X

* By supporting the proposed project, the Bank does not intend to prejudice the final determination of the parties’ claims on the 
disputed areas 



Projects on International Waterways (OP/BP 7.50)  X 

VIII. Contact point at World Bank and Borrower 
 
World Bank Contacts 

Jerome Bezzina  
Title: Regulatory Economist  
Tel: 237 22 21 80 37 
Email: jbezzina@worldbank.org

Marc Jean Yves Lixi 
Title: Sr. Operations Officer 
Tel: 202 458 8029 
Email: mlixi@worldbank.org

Borrower/Client/Recipient 
Contact: Ministry of Planning  
Title:   
Tel:    
Email:   
 
Implementing Agencies 
Contact: Ministere des Postes, des Telecommunications et des Nouvelles Technologies de la 
Communication  
Title:   
Tel:    
Email:   
 

IX. For more information contact: 
The InfoShop 
The World Bank 
1818 H Street, NW 
Washington, D.C. 20433 
Telephone:  (202) 458-4500 
Fax:  (202) 522-1500 
Web: http://www.worldbank.org/infoshop 

 


